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I. Introduction

Ratio and regression estimators are widely used in sample surveys
for estimating the population mean or total of a characteristic by
utilising the supplementary characteristic 'x' for which the popula
tion mean is known. In recent years, considerable attention has
been given in the literature to the construction of unbiased ratio and
regression estimators, since the classical ratio and regression esti
mators-are biased. Mickey (1959) has given a method of construct
ing a broad class of unbiased ratio and regres'sion estimators in simple
random sampling. This class includes the well-known Hartley-Ross
unbiased ratio estimator. However, sines in practice multi-stage
sampling is often employed, it seems necessary to extend Mickey's
method to multi-stage designs. Ross (1960), in the unpublished
part of his thesis, has extended Hartley-Ross unbiased ratio estimator
to stratified and two-stage sampling. He has also explicitly derived
the formulae for variance and estimated variance. It might be men
tioned that Nieto's (1961) 'combined' unbiased ratio estimator in
stratified sampling is applicable only for equal sample size per stratum
and sampling with replacement, whereas the 'combined' estimator
of Ross is applicable for unequal sample sizes and sampling without
replacement in the strata. Williams (1961) has considered certain
'combined' unbiased ratio and regression estimators for stratified
and two-stage sampling. He has also shown (Williams^; 1962) how
Mickey's method can be modified to construct his estimators in simple
random sampling.
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The purpose of the present paper is to extend Mickey's method
to two-stage sampling and construct two different classes of 'combined'
unbiased ratio and regression estimators. (The two classes are identical
in the special case of stratified sampling.) In Section II it is shown
that Williams' estimator for two-stage sampling can be obtained from
oui: class 1 estimators. It is also shown that our class 2 includes the
unbiased ratio estimator of Ross for two-stage sampling. Moreover,
from class 2 a more general estimator (of Williams' type) is obtained.
The estimators in class 1 depend on the sum of the population totals
Xi of the n primaries selected in the sample* (which may not be known
in practice), whereas the estimators in class 2 depend only on the

_ W N

overall population mean X = XJMq, where Mq = S Mi and
1 1

is the number of secondaries in the j-th primary and N is the nuinber
of primaries in the population. Therefore, the estimators in class 2
may become more useful in practice. As pointed out by Mickey
(1959), the question of relative efficiency of the estimators seems to
be difficult. In specific cases it is possible to derive the variance ex
plicitly (e.g., Ross, 1960). However, the resulting expressions be
come very unwieldy so that it is difficult to make any meaningful
efficiency comparisons. Also, the formulae for estimator of variance
obtained by estimating each term in the variance formulae become
very complex and will be useless in practice. Therefore, in Section
III, a simpler method of variance estimation, similar to that proposed
by Goodman and Hartley (1958) for the unbiased ratio estimator in
simple random sampling, is considered. .

The extension to three and higher stage sampling is relatively
straightforward and therefore will not be considered here.

II. Two-Stage Sampling

Let yij and Xij denote the values of and 'x' respectively for
the j-th secondary in the z-th primary (/= 1, • ••, M,; / = 1, •• •, N).
The sample consists of n primaries selected with equal probabilities
and without replacement and if the /-th primary is selected in the
sample mi secondaries are drawn with equal probabilities and without
replacement.

* There seems to be a mistake in equation (11) of Williams (1961). XJ(nM)
1

should be inserted in the place of fig,.
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A class of 'separate' estimators is easily obtained by using Mickey's
class of unbiased estimators, in each selected primary, where

V =(Zp.)?. + {mi — A)

i)A.
Miinii - Pi)

so that the overall population mean Y is estimated by

T = —V — re-'''' n Li •
(2)

Here Zfj. denotes the ordered set of observations on the first Pi,
< Pi < nii), sampled secondaries from the /-th' selected primary;

flj denotes a function of these observations, and (y,, x,) and

(ji (j3i), Xi (0,)) are the /-th primary sample means based respectively
on m, and Bi secondaries. From Mickey's results, is an un
biased estimator of the /-th primary population mean This follows
by observing that, given the ordered set of P- secondaries, the remain
ing {ifii —Pi) secondaries constitute a random sample from the finite
population of (Mi —Pi) secondaries obtained by excluding the Pi
secondaries in the ordered set from the Mi secondaries in the /-th
primary. Therefore, is an unbiased estimator of Y. One can
now obtain the class of estimators T^* from by averaging each

over all permutations in the ordering of )3i sampled secondaries
from the /-th primary. It may be noted that it is necessary to know
the population means, Xi, of the n primaries in the sample in order
to construct T^* or Ts. In practice, we are interested in T^* since it
does not depend on the order in which the sample is drawn. Also,
as shown by Mickey (1959), the variance of T^* is not greater than
the variance of

Special case—Let Pi = 1 and a, (Z^j,) = Then

' ' n LjM,
r-iXi

{Mi - \)mi
Mi {m, - 1) {y, - PiXi) (3)

where = S fulmi. The term in the curly bracket is the Hartley-
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Ross unbiased ratio estimator for the i"-th primary. For the case
n = N, (3) reduces to a 'sep|arate' unbiased ratio estimator in stratified
sampling.

Let us now consider the construction of 'combined' unbiased
ratio and regression estimators in two-stage sampling. .We obtain
two different classes of estimators.

Class 1

From the n primaries in the sample choose any a primaries
(l<a^n). Let denote the ordered set of observations on the

a

first S Si secondaries sampled from these a primaries (0 < < nti),
1 - • • '

and a denotes a function of these observations. Then, for a
fixed set of n primaries and a given

^•(1) —

/ '"t n-a \

(4)

is an unbiased estimator of (NJnMf, Fj), so that is unbiased

independent of Za.pi- Therefore, the estimator T*o{i) obtained from
r„(i) by averaging over all permutations in the ordering of the
secondaries in the /-th primary and then by averaging over all possible

n

choices of a primaries is an unbiased estimator of NjuM^ E Yi.
n 1

Since the average of NjnMo S Yi over all possible samples of n pri-
1 ^

maries is Y, it follows that is an unbiased estimator of Y. It
may be noted that to construct the sum of the Xt of the n
primaries in the sample must be known.
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Special cases.—{a) Let a = 1, yff; = 1 and a (Z = j.-j/x,,- = r.j.
Then, averaging over all permutations in the ordering of ^5,.= 1
sampled secondary, we get

=

N

nMn

' n n

Mi — nil ,

mTZTT '

MtXt

(5)

Now taking a weighted average of with weights Mil F Mi over
1

all possible choices of a = 1 sampled primary, we obtain

n,!) =
N

nM„
ZM, V ,
1

'i
(6)

For the special case of Xj,- = 1 (for all i and j), X. = M, and (6)
reduces to

tl

which is the usual unbiased estimator in two-stage sampling.

For the special case of stratified sampling, n = N and (6) reduce*

to

N.

T*,a) {y,- f.x,),

(7)
N

where f,t = Z M,f,IMo and similar expressions for y„ and x^,. Equa

tion (7) is identical with the one given in Ross (1960^.
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(b) To find Williams' (1961) estimator in two-stage sampling,
consider the special case Mi = M and mi = in and let mjk be a positive
integer. Then split at random the in sampled secondaries in each of
the n selected primaries into k groups each of size ihjk. Now choose
a = « and = ihjk and consider the estimator (4) with each of the
k groups is turn as the conditional group. Then the mean of these
k estimators reduces to

/c

1

n m/fc _ Ti
where = {klrnn) Z H is the mean for the f-th group, y = Zp/k

•11 1

is the overall semple mean, V- = a (Z„ and b = S b^jk and
1

similar expressions for 'x\ Equation (8) is identical with equation
(11) of Williams (1961). The choice of b' is arbitrary. For example,
a' regression-type estimator is obtained from (8) by choosing

n mjlc ^
Z' E (yti - yt') {xti - X,*)

b' = ^—
n m/k

U S (xtj - x/)2
1 1

ml li
where = k Z yalm and a similar expression for x,'.

1

It may be noted that the unbiased ratio-type estimator (6) is based
on the ratios at the secondary level, whereas to reduce the varia
tion among the primaries it seems desirable to construct estimators
based on the ratio y,lxi at the primary level. Since jSj is less than
nii for constructing T*ca), it is not possible to obtain estimators based
on the primary ratios j>,/x; from T*,a)'• However, if W; is moderately
large, one can obtain estimators from based on the ratios yjxf
(approximately) by taking Pi — m-, — 1. But this is not quite adequate
since in many sample surveys the tendency is to keep /nj small. There
fore, by using a different argument, we shall now develop estimatprs
based on the ratios
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From the n sampled primaries choose any a primaries and let
a

Z„ denote the set of observations on the 27 mi secondaries sampled
.1

from these a primaries, and a denotes a function of these obser
vations. Then, for a fixed set of n primaries and a given Za,„,,

" nM.

r n-a / n-n n—a.

\
(9)

is an unbiased ^estimator of n(^E YiS Y^j{nM^. Now, averag
ing (9) over all possible choices of a sampled primaries, we obtain.

n

T*c(i) which is an unbiased estimator of NjnM^ {n —a)jn £ F,-. There

fore, «/(« —a) is an unbiased estimator off when averaged over
all possible samples of n primaries. As a particular case, let a = 1
and'a{Za,,„) Then

n N ) , I y,(n - 1) nM'o j/_j «Zj X,

: >< (z; -E«••'•)
is an unbiased estimator of Y and is based on the primary ratios
[t seems that the estimator (10) should be quite useful in practice,
provided the population totals X, of the n primaries in the sample
are known.

Class 2

We shall now construct a class of estimators, using a different
argument, which' depends only on the overall population mean X.
Let Z'a.,/5i, (1< a < n, 1^ j8, < mt), denote the ordered set of obser-

a

vations on the first Z ft sampled secondaries obtained from the first
1

a sampled primaries and a denotes a function, of these observa
tions. Then, for a given

„-a a

n —
T\u) =
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- ' a Pi
IS an unbiased estimator of M^Y - Z Z Similarly, the estimator

1 1

obtained from (11) by replacing by Xi, is an unbiased estimator of

a Pi
M,X~ ZUxi,.

1 1

Therefore, for a given

mi-fti

' c(2)

I 1 1 1

/ n—o.

1

\ a

1 1 / 1 1 j

is an unbiased estimator of Y, and hence is unconditionally
unbiased. Equation (12) can be written as

^ N-af^ M,y, , ^(M,- .
W(„_a)^" r- aLi M,
L 1 1 -

y^M,- ]
Li Mo im, - i3,) ^

N- a N-a yM,X,

^ UM,{tm- ft) U M, (m, - A) ^

kttAM„
1 1

_

where y, = N2JM^yil(nMo) and a similar expression for x^. One
1

can now obtain r*(,(2) from r„(2) by averaging over all permutations
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in the ordering oi' the first Pi sampled secondaries from the i-th pnma^

and then by averaging over all permutations in the
ordering of the first o sampled primaries.

Special cases.—(a) Let 0=1, ft = 1 a(Z —i yuiXir
After the averaging process we obtain, from (13), .

+
\ ym
n Z_J Mq -1^1

For the case of = I (for all i and;), (14).reduces to

' N{n-\)

(15)

The second term on the right-hand side of (15) is the correction for

bias in the usual biased estimator 2 Piln. For the particular case

of Mi = M and nii^fh, (14) reduces to
(7V^_n„ 1 ]N—\

T*cm =Xf+ _ j) iy [mC 1) « - 1m

(16)

Equation (16) is identical with the one given in Ross (1960). For the
case of stratified sampling n = and taking a weighted average over
the primaries with weights MijMg instead of a simple average, we
obtain an estimator identical with the class 1 estimator derived earlier
[equation (7)].

The estimator (14) is based ,on the secondary ratios As
mentioned earlier, it is desirable ,to construct estimators based on the
primary ratios yJXi instead of the secondary ratios. In class 1, we
had constructed the estimator (10) based on the ratios yJXi but: depend-
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ing ori the population totals Xi of the n primaries in the sample. It
does not seem to be possible to construct 'estimators, based on the
primary ratios, depending only on the overall .population-mean X..
This , is seen from the following considerations.

Let Z a,mi denote the set of observations on the, Zj ,sampledv

secondaries obtained from the first a sampled primaries and q(Z'̂ m,)
denotes a function of these observations.. Then, for a given

N-a

Mn

X

n—a

[n-aL '
- a , ..

IS an unbiased estimator of Y —S Yi/Mq. Now, taking the expecta-
1

tiqn over Z a,mij w® find that f„^2) is an. unbiased estimator of

(N-a)YIN. Therefore, -the -estimator obtained by averaging
2?„(2) over all perniutations in the ordering •of the first a sampled.'
primaries is an unbiased estimator of (N —a).YIN, so that
(N— a) is an unbiased estimator of Y. For the special case of a =1 -
and a (Z'a.mi) = ' '

Xi-

N-i' ^ Z-1 ^ + (TTl̂)Mo

M,y, - M,x

- • N• ' 1 ^ y,.

(17)'

The estimator (18) depends on the population totals Xi of the n
primaries in the sample. However, it may be noted that (18) is not
the same as the class 1estimator n3^*„(i)K« —1). except when n = N,
/.e.; the case of stratified sampling.; . In this .connection it may . be •
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interesting to note that it is possible to construct unbiased ratio
estimators based on the ratios yJXi and depending only on Xprovided
the primaries are sampled with replacement. Ross (1960) has shown
that, if the primaries are sampled with replacement,

_ n

^ y I' 4 ^
1

(19)

is an unbiased estimator of Y. _Note that (19) is based on the primary
ratios and depends only on X.

If the primaries are sampled without replacement and if the Wj
are moderately large, we can, however, construct an estimator from
(13), based on the primary ratios (approximately) and dependmg
only on X, by taking a = 1, ft = m, - 1. This is considered below.

(b). Let a = 1, Pi = Mi-I and- a = (wiJ'i - Jij)/
{iHiXi - Xi,). If Mi is not small, we can write a = yJXi. Now,
from (13), after the averaging process we obtain

where

~ nZj Nin- 1)

(Xli-l)

(— Wi + 1) Wi A'' — 1
^ I M, n - 1 (>', -

(20)

y -yi,
miLjmiXi — Xii'

1

For the case x,, = 1, (20) reduces to (,15). In the special case of
stratified sampling, taking a weighted average of the primaries with
weights M«/M, instead of a simple average, w? obtain
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r*.,» = :

+1 w ft 5̂W, (21,
1

(c). We shall now develop a Williams' type estimator from 03)
which depends only on X. Consider again the case Mi = M and
Wi = in. The in sampled secondaries in each of the n sampled primaries
arc split at random into k groups each ofsize mjk. Also, the n sampled
primaries are split at random into r groups each of size nfr (assuming
ihjk and njr to be positive integers). Choose now a = njr and

= ailk in (13), and 1st a = b'-, {t = , r- p = , k),
denote a function of the set of observations on thep-th group of secon
daries in the /-th group' of primaries. For example

nir mlh •

b*" = S E
1 1

nIr m 'k '
2' 2;

1 1

mjk
where yi" = k E yalih and a similar expression for X7. Consider

now the estimator (13) with the /-th group of primaries and with each
of the k groups of secondaries in these primaries as the conditional
group, and take the mean of these k estimators. Then consider each
.of the r groups of primaries as the conditional group and take the mean
of these r estimators. After some simplification, we obtain

r^jrzTT) E ~ ~ "f)
1 • . .

r . k

(22)
a 1
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where

«(r m/fc

1 I

and

1

One can, of course, obtain the estimator (22) directly using Williams'
procedure for constructing unbiased ratio and regression estimators.

III. Variance Estimation

As mentioned earlier in Section I, the direct evaluation of the
estimator of variance by estimating each term in the variance formula
is complex and, in any case, the resulting expression is useless in practice
since it is very unwieldy. Mickey (1959) has suggested an alternative
method of variance estimation for a sub-class of his estimators (which
seems to be fairly manageable). It is possible to extend his method
to multi-stage sampling. However, we shall not discuss this extension
here and, instead, apply a simpler method of variance estimation
suggested by Goodman and Hartley (1958). This method gives an
unbiased estimator of variance, but this estimator of variance will
usually be affected by a large sampling error.

With this method it is convenient to modify the sampling scheme
as follows: Suppose that n = 2n' is even and n' > 2. Draw a first
random sample of n' primaries without replacement and, if the i-th
primery is selected in the sample, take a sample of nii secondaries at
random from the /-th primary. Then construct an unbiased ratio or
regression estimator (either, of class 1 or 2) from this sample. Replace
the whole sample and draw a second sample by the same procedure
and construct an estimator belonging to. class 1 or 2. If the. second
sample is identical with the first, it must be rejected and a new
sample is drawn. The total number of possible samples is,

When irii =ffit and M,- =- M, Sreduces to (^)(^) •




